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In-house lawyers are a bit of a secret weapon for companies, but not in the way you may be thinking. 

Sure, we keep the wheels of commerce rolling smoothly, manage a slew of business risks, and are
essential allies in a crisis. What HR teams and management secretly love, however, is how much in-
house lawyers contribute to companies’ diversity efforts.  

Where can we find a group that not only is majority-comprised of women, but has excellent
management representation, even frequently in executive management? The legal team is
exemplary at many companies.  

Note, while this discussion cites data from the US legal market, I’ve observed similar trends in other
markets, including in Europe and India. 

The reasons for in-house legal teams’ outperformance no doubt include our genuine commitment to
diversity. But we also benefit from two powerful environmental factors: ample supply and weak
competition.  
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I’ll describe both factors, and why our very success is contributing to an ugly distortion in the broader
legal community. I’ll end with a concrete recommendation about what in-house legal teams can do to
help move towards balance.  

Supply: A rich palette of talent to choose from 

Law school is the ultimate egalitarian endeavor. At least as it concerns gender parity, women and
men have been enrolling in law school in equal numbers for decades. In fact, women enrollees have
outpaced men every year starting in 2016. 

What this means is that when in-house legal teams need to hire new lawyers, we are spoiled for
choice, certainly compared to many professions.  

Women are surpassing men in law school enrollment. mentalmind / Shutterstock.com

For reasons I’ll explain in a moment, an even greater proportion of female lawyers than law school
graduates want to work in-house. 

What’s going on, you wonder, and where’s the failure I’m hinting at? 

Competition: Why is in-house practice desirable? 

Before we congratulate ourselves on being so wonderful, consider that it might not be us so much as
the wretched competition. 
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According to ABA statistics, more than half of law school graduates enter private practice upon
leaving law school. Just about 10 percent start by working in-house. That certainly doesn’t look like
in-house teams have any recruiting advantage.  

But what happens each year after lawyers start to work? A certain percentage leave their law firms
and look to move in-house. That reliable recurrence is what concerns us today.  

But what happens each year after lawyers start to work? A certain percentage leave their law
firms and look to move in-house.

The depressing truth: Law firms are failing on a grand scale 

When I say law firms are failing, I mean they’re failing to create an environment in which women
thrive and move into more senior roles. 

Consider this: 

Women constitute not quite half (47 percent) of all associates at law firms. 
Women represent 32 percent of all non-equity partners. 
Just 22 percent of law firm equity partners are women.  

From starting in the majority as junior associates, women steadily leave law firms at greater rates
than men and are significantly underrepresented in management. Not only that, but male partners
have substantially higher average compensation than women partners.  
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https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/news/2022/07/profile-report-2022.pdf


 

Gender wage gaps are one out of many reasons women attorneys leave law firms. Frogella
/ Shutterstock.com

When I say law firms are failing, I mean they’re failing to create an environment in which
women thrive and move into more senior roles. 

If you ask them, everyone involved will tell you they’re unhappy about this. The women for certain,
as we’ll see in a moment, but the men leading law firms as well.  

In what ways do law firms underperform? 

The results of detailed inquiries into the law firm experience are sobering (from the ABA Profile of the
Legal Profession 2022):
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According to the same ABA study, the three top reasons women say they leave law firms are
because of caretaking commitments, stress at work, and the emphasis on marketing or originating
business.  
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Women are transitioning more from law firms to in-house counsel due to a healthier work
environment. Mascha Tace / Shutterstock.com 

Well, there you have it. Suddenly it becomes clear why in-house practice looks so attractive. We offer
flexibility and part-time work, we are careful to acknowledge and mitigate stressful conditions, and our
lawyers have no pressure to originate business.  

Can in-house lawyers help solve law firms’ problems? 

Let’s assume law firms are making genuine efforts to stem the loss of so many talented women.
Whatever they’re doing is not working. 

No matter how good one’s intentions, perceptions form reality. The statistics about women’s daily
experiences show what those perceptions are, and they’re not good.  

A lot of well-meaning people have spent a lot of time both thinking about this and trying to improve. It
would be arrogant of us to assume we know their motives or how to create better outcomes. 

But we do know that incentives drive behavior. If today’s behaviors are not driving the desired
outcomes, then the incentives are not sufficiently aligned. It is thus on the incentive side where we in-
house counsel may play a constructive role. 

Because I don’t think anyone has an easy fix, it’s likely counter-productive for us to try to mandate
an outcome. Individually we don’t have the leverage and such requests are adjacent to our core
work priorities.  
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Perhaps we can create greater incentives by reminding law firms this issue is important to us. How? 
Just ask them about it. That is much easier and relatively non-controversial.  

By consistently making an effort to ask about important issues such as DEI, in-house counsel can
motivate firms to work towards solutions. hvostik / Shutterstock.com

If the majority of a firm’s clients are routinely asking about diversity, law firm management would
have a new incentive to keep trying. 

Perhaps we can create greater incentives by reminding law firms this issue is important to us.
How? Just ask them about it. That is much easier and relatively non-controversial.  
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3 questions in-house teams could ask their outside counsel 

How about once a year we simply ask our law firms these questions: 

1. What are the current diversity statistics for your firm as a whole? How do these compare to
the prior two years? 

2. What are the diversity details of the lawyers currently working on our engagement?  

3. Please describe any commitment to improve your diversity performance you have made.
How have your prior commitments been implemented? 

Be careful what you wish for 

Note that if we’re successful in moving the law firm needle, we’re going to make it harder to recruit
lawyers to our in-house teams from private practice. Rather than having a job that sells itself because
the competition is terrible, we’ll have to convince potential hires how wonderful we are.  

I am confident we’re up to the challenge.  

Be well.  

Question, comment? Contact Career Path columnist James Bellerjeau.

 

  
  

  James Bellerjeau  
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https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/7a744d4e90e34744bce3ac91d573ad04
/author/james-bellerjeau
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Lecturer

University of Zurich

James Bellerjeau is a lecturer in the LLM program of the University of Zürich and for the Europa Institut of the
University of Zürich. 

Bellerjeau served for two decades as group general counsel for Mettler-Toledo International Inc., an S&P 500
company with its worldwide headquarters in Greifensee, Switzerland. He then led Mettler-Toledo’s global
Sustainability program for several years through June 2021.

Bellerjeau shares thoughts on how to live a good life at Klugne. You can also follow him on LinkedIn. 
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